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Performance Review
In the quarter period ending March 31, 2023, the Portfolio’s I shares returned 2.74% (net of fees) , while the benchmark returned
3.96%.

With sector and country dispersion returning across the emerging markets (EM) asset class following several years of concentration
in mega-cap technology companies in North Asia, our portfolio benefited during the quarter from strong stock selection among
industrials, consumer staples, information technology and health care, as well as from active country allocations in many countries.
These contributions, however, were offset by relatively few areas of the portfolio—chiefly stock selection and overweights in South
Africa and Brazil, which suffered from specific issues we do not think will continue, and our overweight in India. We had trimmed
some of the portfolio’s weight to India in recent months, but our allocation detracted as the overall market was hit by investor
concerns about the Adani Group, which we do not own. The South African market, and our metals group holdings in particular, was
hit hard by a short-term surge in electrical costs, and Brazil declined on concerns about the Lula administration’s proposed fiscal
plans. We remain confident the Brazilian government’s ambitions will be kept in check by the disciplined central bank, which is not
likely to cut rates until it is satisfied with the government’s spending plans.

The portfolio remains focused on resilient or improving domestic demand as expressed in financials, consumer and certain health care
names; select commodities (materials and energy plays) based on our assessment of supply constraints and growing demand linked
to energy transition; and select technology plays that we believe can deliver reasonable earnings.

During the quarter, our stock selection in South Africa was the chief detractor from performance, driven by our allocations to Anglo
American Platinum, Anglo American and Capitec (0.9%, 2.4% and 0.9% of the portfolio, respectively).  While we continue to monitor
the potential impacts to the reform agenda in the country, we remain positive on the outlook for platinum group metals—and
maintain our high conviction in Anglo American Platinum and Anglo American.

Our aggregate stock selection in India contributed but was offset by our overweight allocation to the country. Our long-standing zero
exposure to the Adani Group entities contributed to performance after these stocks sharply sold off following the release of a short
seller’s report on the Adani Group; the subsequent sell-off impacted the broader equity market as well. Our allocations to State Bank
of India, Hindalco and Reliance detracted (1.4%, 1.1% and 2.3% of the portfolio, respectively).  After strong excess returns from India
last year, we trimmed some of our overweight over the last several months on expectation of a cyclical slowdown. But our portfolio
positioning in India continues to reflect our conviction in several supportive themes, including digitization; an increase in health care
spending; and manufacturing benefiting from a combination of onshoring, incentives for large-scale production and global companies
seeking a so-called China plus one outsourcing strategy.

Our stock selection in China also detracted, led by the underweight allocations to Alibaba and Tencent (1.7% and 3.7% of the
portfolio, respectively)  as communication services, particularly media and entertainment companies, led the equity market rally in
March and the quarter. Allocations to China Mengniu Dairy, China Merchants Bank and Postal Savings Bank of China (1.2%, 1.2% and
1.0% of the portfolio, respectively)  as well as the zero allocation to Baidu also hampered returns. We added roughly 500 basis
points  to our China position following the sudden reversal of the government’s zero-COVID policy but remain underweight, which
detracted somewhat during the quarter. Elsewhere in China, our underweight allocation to Meituan and the allocations to China
Resources Beer, Proya Cosmetics and Hua Hong Semiconductor contributed (0.7%, 1.5%, 0.8% and 0.5% of the portfolio,
respectively).  While we are confident in the positions we own in China, we are also comfortable remaining underweight as we
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believe there are also non-China-listed ways to benefit from China’s reopening, automation trends and rising smartphone demand—in
other markets via, for example, semiconductor-related and other plays in Taiwan, and select materials and consumer names in
commodities-oriented economies.

Our overweight allocation to and stock selection in Brazil detracted from returns. The allocations to low-cost aluminum producer
CBA and BTG Pactual detracted (0.3% and 0.7% of the portfolio, respectively);  we remain positive on the former on improving
commodity supply and demand prospects, helped somewhat with the China reopening, and on the latter on the prospect of
increasing market share and lower rates, which should be a tailwind to earnings. While medium-term real gross domestic product
(GDP) growth and the earnings outlook in Brazil may be muted, we are constructive on falling inflation, the potential for cuts in
policy rates, solid external balances, upcoming reforms and attractive valuations. Our positioning continues to be geared to quality
growth financials, industrials and consumer companies, particularly where the names are rate sensitive. Our allocation to Lojas
Renner (1.1% of the portfolio)  also detracted as depressed consumer demand from high inflation weighed on the consumer
discretionary sector. Our zero allocation to index heavyweight Vale contributed to returns.

Our stock selection in Poland detracted as apparel retailer LPP underperformed (1.3% of the portfolio).  LPP is a leading apparel
retailer in Poland, and the company has consistently gained market share with strong top-line growth. Future growth will likely be
driven by LPP’s continued expansion into Central and Eastern Europe and its value brand Sinsay, which continues to increase market
share versus its global peers.

Elsewhere, our allocation to oil and natural gas company Galp Energia detracted from returns (1.6% of the portfolio).  We remain
positive on the outlook for energy and believe Galp has attractive upstream assets with meaningful growth potential. The company
has caught up with competitors in the sector in terms of its ESG (environmental, social and governance) targets and is transitioning
to net zero.

Stock selection in Taiwan was the largest contributor to returns during the quarter, with TSMC and pneumatic components
manufacturer AirTAC the largest stock contributors (7.9% and 2.0% of the portfolio, respectively).  Our allocations to Voltronic and
Delta Electronics also contributed (0.4% and 1.7% of the portfolio, respectively).  Semiconductors have rallied year-to-date, and the
industry was the best performing in EM during the quarter. We believe the recent share price strength reflects our view that
inventory digestion is likely to finish by the first half of 2023, as orders stabilize and companies become more realistic on the demand
outlook and more accurately price in macro risk. To that end, we have exited outperformers including Silergy and continue to be
positioned in what we view are the market leaders and consolidators in the space.

Our aggregate stock selection in Korea added to returns, driven by overweight allocations to Samsung Electronics, Samsung SDI and
Kia Corp (5.0%, 0.8% and 0.6% of the portfolio, respectively).

Within Mexico, our overweight to the country contributed positively, as the equity market rallied +20% in the quarter, the second-
best-performing EM after the Czech Republic, which rose 33%.  Aggregate stock selection in Mexico detracted slightly, as zero
allocations to Grupo México, América Móvil, FEMSA and Cemex offset strong gains from our overweight positions in Banorte and
Walmex (1.5% and 2.1% of the portfolio, respectively).  We have been positive on the macroeconomic outlook in Mexico as the
country has continued to benefit from robust remittances from the U.S. and stands to benefit from increasing deglobalization of
supply chains and nearshoring via the trade partnership with the U.S. and Canada. Relatively lower wages in Mexico than China have
proven to be an incentive to investing in manufacturing.

Our zero allocation to select markets in the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC)—Qatar, the United Arab Emirates and Kuwait—
contributed to returns, as did the underweight allocation to Saudi Arabia. We are analyzing potential opportunities in the region that
meet our quality growth criteria. With the sharp increase in oil prices last year, GCC countries performed strongly for most of 2022
through the third quarter. We did not participate in these markets in 2022 as this rally was largely owing to exogenous forces—rising
oil prices, as well as the strong dollar and low rates. With the improved valuation environment, we initiated a position in a mid-size
Saudi Arabian bank that focuses on corporate lending. We will continue to analyze potential opportunities that meet our quality
growth criteria and to assess market attractiveness as headwinds ease. The zero allocation to Turkey also contributed.

Our overweight to and stock selection in Indonesia contributed to returns, driven by the allocations to Bank Rakyat and Bank Mandiri
(1.0% and 1.5% of the portfolio, respectively).  Both banks posted stronger-than-expected earnings results and continue to deliver
positive guidance. We remain overweight on our Indonesian banks as we believe they are well positioned to gain deposit market
shares and be resilient against credit risks. Their robust fundamentals and superior asset quality should allow the banks to continue
to deliver solid earnings while continuing to increase their market share.
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Market Review
The MSCI Emerging Markets Index returned +3.96% during the quarter, recovering some of its returns in March after a difficult
February, when markets sold off on a combination of hawkish signaling from the U.S. Federal Reserve, a strengthening U.S. dollar,
some weak economic data from China and rising geopolitical risks. EM underperformed developed market equities for the full quarter
(measured by the MSCI World Index, which returned +7.73%) and U.S. equities (measured by the MSCI USA Index, which returned
+7.59%). Within EM, Czech Republic (+32.98%), Mexico (+20.34%), Greece (+15.75%), Taiwan (+14.75%) and South Korea (+9.58%) led
asset-class returns in the quarter.  China also ended the quarter with a positive return despite a pullback in February, returning
+4.71% for the full quarter and +4.52% in March alone.

Colombia (-13.48%) was the worst performing EM during the quarter, while Turkey (-9.42%), the UAE (-7.54%) and Kuwait (-3.74%)
also underperformed.  India (-6.35%) underperformed early in the year after its strong outperformance relative to EM in 2021 and
2022, with the market further selling off in early February following a short seller’s report on the Adani Group entities. Indian
equities recovered in March, led by a rebound in the financials, utilities, energy and materials sectors, though the market still
underperformed the broader index.

 Portfolio Activity
During the quarter, we added to our allocation to Thailand through two of the largest financial companies in the country,
Kasikornbank (KBank) and Tisco Financial Group (0.6% and 0.6% of the portfolio, respectively).  We have become more constructive
on Thailand given rising rates and the country’s recovery and reopening after the pandemic. The reopening of China’s economy will
also be central to Thailand’s economic recovery for the next few quarters. Banks in Thailand have cleaned up their books extensively
over the last year, and we believe loan growth, net interest margin upside and credit costs normalization should drive earnings and
return on equity (ROE) for these companies. Tisco is positioned between the nonbank lenders and large core commercial banks, and
given its conservative underwriting, the company has been able to maintain a high ROE through the cycle. The company’s banking
subsidiary is predominantly in consumer lending, of which the majority is hire purchase and the remainder is auto cash, corporate
lending, and small and medium-size enterprise (SME) lending. KBank is the country’s second-largest lender by assets and is largely a
corporate/SME lender. Over the last decade, the bank has significantly de-risked its portfolio driven by loan book changes, and now
we believe the bank will be able to benefit from the economic recovery, particularly as it relates to tourism-related and consumption
increases.

Within Taiwan, we initiated a position in MediaTek (0.8% of the portfolio).  We believe MediaTek should benefit from China’s
reopening as consumer demand for smartphones could recover after suppressed demand during the pandemic. We also see
opportunities in the global 5G upgrade cycle. To fund the trade, we reduced our positions in TSMC and Delta Electronics on the back
of recent share price rallies. We exited the position in Silergy as we believe its current valuations fully reflect expectations of the
China reopening theme and a potentially better-than-feared demand outlook.

Though we remain underweight in China, we have added to our absolute position in the country, owing to the improved market
environment resulting from the sudden ending of the zero-COVID policy and increased government support for the domestic
economy. We reduced part of the underweight by adding to some of our high-conviction consumer names such as Proya Cosmetics,
Shenzhou International and electric vehicle manufacturer BYD (0.8%, 1.4% and 1.6% of the portfolio, respectively).  Within China, we
are focusing on identifying themes such as select consumption, electric vehicle production, renewables and the smart grid, and what
we believe are the best quality growth bottom-up stock ideas within these themes.

We initiated a position in Localiza (0.5% of the portfolio),  which is Brazil’s largest car rental company by fleet size, with a fleet of
nearly 600,000 cars and 184 stores that sell used cars according to current company data. Our thesis is driven by Localiza’s
opportunity to gain market share as smaller players face tougher cash flow dynamics in Brazil’s challenging macro environment, our
expectation of interest rate cuts (which could alleviate net financial expenses) and the merger with Unidas (not held in the portfolio).
Car prices in Brazil have doubled versus pre-COVID levels, and the merger should further strengthen Localiza’s pricing power. The
stock is trading at depressed earnings given the peak level of interest rates, and we view this as potential upside given the probability
for rate cuts combined with higher rental costs, which should bode well for rate-sensitive companies such as Localiza.

Within Mexico, we initiated a position in Quálitas and added to our existing position in Gruma, funding them by taking profits on
outperformance in Banorte (0.6%, 0.8% and 1.5% of the portfolio).  Quálitas is one of the leading vehicle insurance companies in
Mexico, and we believe the company will benefit from a growth opportunity in both vehicle penetration and cross-border fleet
insurance. The company’s management is focused on service and profitability and has approximately 20% of its gross written
premium coming from the cross-border fleet market, which is experiencing double-digit growth driven in part by nearshoring,
according to company data. We believe the stock is attractively valued and earnings upgrades should be driven by pricing power, loss
normalization and financial reinvestments at much higher yields.
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Gruma owns the number one tortilla brand in the U.S. (Mission) and number two brand in the overall market (Guerrero). We believe
earnings growth could accelerate given the company’s willingness to increase prices with recent cost pressures—and so far, it has
been able to do so without impact to volume growth. Further, Gruma’s product mix continues to improve to higher-value products,
and management has been disciplined on costs and methodical in its execution.

Within Saudi Arabia, we initiated a position in Alinma Bank (0.7% of the portfolio).  Alinma is a mid-size bank with a focus on
corporate lending and exposure to sectors like real estate and construction, services, utilities and manufacturing. We believe the
corporate loan book should be an important beneficiary in the coming years, especially given the broader goals set for tourism, local
manufacturing (import substitution), SME contribution to GDP and the renewable energy mix. Our investment thesis is driven by
strong corporate loan growth on the back of investments geared to achieve the government’s Vision 2030 objectives. The company’s
historical experience and expertise in project finance should play a material role within the government’s Vision 2030 plan, especially
in the areas of project finance, real estate and construction, and the tourism industry. Alinma has also improved its retail proposition,
with a focus on improving its digital banking products, and as a result has been able to improve its deposit growth above sector
growth, with an increase in current account savings account ratios over time.

In India, we added Pidilite Industries and Larsen & Toubro (L&T) to the portfolio (0.4% and 0.6% of the portfolio, respectively).
Pidilite is India’s leading manufacturer and seller of adhesives and glues. The company is the market leader in consumer and specialty
chemicals, with its key products including adhesives and sealants, construction chemicals, arts and crafts products, and other polymer
emulsions. In our view, over half of its business is levered to the construction space, such as construction of homes and rail. We
believe Pidilite is a steady, structural story in India whose performance will likely be driven by strength in the company’s margins and
a pickup in volumes. To fund the trade, we exited Eicher Motors, as domestic volume growth has begun to stagnate. The company
has experienced recent price hikes, which combined with a rise in competition, including the focus on electric vehicles, has created
near-term pressures for the company.

L&T is India’s largest engineering, procurement and construction (EPC) company. In addition, the company has a presence in
information technology (IT) and financial services. We view L&T as a play on India’s industrial cycle, and the company should be a key
beneficiary of infrastructure creation. The company has quality management, a strong balance sheet and a focus on capital allocation
and return profile. From a sustainability standpoint, L&T is making a pivot toward nascent areas of green EPC and green energy.
Elsewhere in India, we reduced our positions in Housing Development Finance Corp., Reliance Industries and ICICI Bank (0.5%, 2.3%
and 2.3% of the portfolio, respectively).

Within South Africa, we added to the existing position in AVI Ltd. (0.7% of the portfolio),  a branded consumer goods company with
leading market share in food products and a presence in personal care and footwear. The company’s large market share should result
in pricing power, and combined with a reversal in agricultural commodities prices, we expect to see margin recovery across the food
and personal care segments.

We reduced our position in KB Financial (0.6% of the portfolio)  in South Korea, taking profits on recent outperformance. South
Korean banks have outperformed the South Korean market year-to-date on the expectations of rates and potential rerating on the
back of the new government’s more favorable stance toward banks, enhancing shareholder return. We think South Korean banks
have captured the fair value of their earnings potential within the current industry structure (extremely well-organized and
competitive, excluding the government’s policy angle).

We exited our position in Komerční Banka. The company is likely to be affected by the windfall tax announced by the Czech Republic
government in October 2022. The windfall tax would be effective through 2025, implying that most of the future operating
improvements and net interest margin expansion will be diverted to taxes rather than the company’s bottom line.

We also exited our position in Panama-based airline Copa as our recovery-travel thesis has come to fruition.

 Outlook
We believe our portfolio is well positioned, with exposure primarily to resilient, domestic sources of growth and in global themes
benefiting from the energy transition toward meeting decarbonization goals. We maintain our overweight to financials—in select
countries with strong balance sheets and where credit demand is recovering; in IT, where earnings appear resilient; in select materials,
such as aluminum and platinum, related to energy transition; in select quality, well-managed energy names; and in consumer staples
that meet our quality growth criteria. We remain overweight in countries such as India, Brazil, Mexico and Indonesia, which are
benefiting from some element of recovery and growing demand for credit, continued high prices for select materials and the trend
toward increased local and regional manufacturing of strategic industries.

We continue to own certain commodity companies where years of underinvestment, medium-term supply constraints and rising
green demand dynamics are attractive.

Select financials are benefiting from the credit cycle and interest rate prospects in certain countries; banks with effective fintech
strategies will also likely be the beneficiaries of rising demand for credit at greater profitability. We remain positive on such names as
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Capitec in South Africa and Itaú in Brazil (0.9% and 1.9% of the portfolio, respectively).  Financials are our largest overweight on a
sector basis.

Overarching our high conviction in these individual names, we are constructive on the improving macro factors that may help shift
investor demand more in favor of EM as an asset class. Key catalysts supporting improved returns for EM equities are

credit creation after a period of deleveraging during the worst of the COVID-19 pandemic
a manufacturing revival in certain markets led by the China plus one strategy driving reshoring and friend-shoring
prolonged price support for select commodities driven by both supply constraints and decarbonization goals, which benefit
resource-rich economies
a digitization-led productivity and growth boost across most EM regions
a favorable political and reform cycle in several pockets of EM

Detailed outlooks for some of the top overweight and underweight country positions in the portfolio follow.

Overweight strategy:

We are overweight India given secular, endogenous-driven growth driven by a low base, supply-side investments and digitization as
well as a variety of quality growth companies. There may be a short-term cyclical slowdown and market pullback following two
strong years of outperformance. However, we remain constructive on the long-term secular growth story for India, and while the
broad market may appear expensive, we are confident that select companies’ forward earnings justify current multiples in the quality
growth companies we own. Our exposure in India includes well-managed financials, industrials and consumer names linked to
recovery, select IT names, and the aluminum producer Hindalco (1.1% of the portfolio),  which we continue to believe will play a
critical role in the global green technology need for decarbonization.

We have increased the portfolio’s allocation to Brazil. Brazilian equities have underperformed EM year-to-date, suffering a sharp
drawdown in February in particular on political noise. The market had been hoping for President Lula to shift from a strident
campaigner to a pragmatic leader, as he did when he first came to office 20 years ago. Lula won last October’s election by a small
margin, and the congress remains center-right, which serves as one source of restraint on spending plans. But even more importantly,
Brazil is a very rate-sensitive market; historically, equities perform well when interest rates, which are currently high in real terms,
decline. Brazil’s central bank was among the most aggressive in EM in raising rates to fight inflation in 2021 and 2022. Inflation has
peaked and continues to fall, leading to a rise in real interest rates. The central bank will likely hold off on any cuts until convinced
that the Lula administration will temper spending plans. Eventual rate cuts should present an opportunity for rate-sensitive
companies with compelling value, quality management, achievable earnings estimates and intermediate-term market share
opportunities.

In addition, there are some meaningful reforms on the administration’s policy agenda, including a value-added tax reform. Further,
cumulative micro reforms undertaken since 2016, like changes in the state-owned enterprise laws and greater transparency and
scrutiny regarding the state-owned oil company, will serve as further material checks on potential spending plans by the Lula
administration. The Brazilian real looks attractive on our currency framework, with external balances in good shape and valuations at
low levels relative to its own history. Our portfolio construction for Brazil is focused on high quality growth names with secular
drivers, as well as exposure to cyclical recovery plays.

We remain overweight Mexico, which is delivering strong growth in both real and nominal terms. The country’s economy should
continue to benefit from trade and economic links with major trading partner the United States. Growth has been better than
expected and above levels in the U.S. for the last two years. Though growth is likely to slow in line with the U.S. from here, foreign
direct investment has been strong, driven by new investments, and the nearshoring/China plus one strategy should provide a positive
anchor for the Mexican macro story going forward. We believe the domestic names should continue to benefit from rising
investment, strong remittances and robust consumption. We believe the stocks we own are likely to continue to deliver on earnings
and deliver above-average growth.

Underweight strategy:

Though we are underweight China, we added slightly to the country position in January and again in March in recognition of the
improved market environment coming from the sudden ending of the zero-COVID policy at the end of 2022 and increased
government support for the domestic economy. Our portfolio also reflects that some of the best performing plays on the China
reopening are stocks in commodities-driven economies where currencies are strengthening, and select consumer and materials plays
have delivered strong returns.

Even with the accelerated reopening and expected recovery in 2023, corporate fundamentals remain weak in the near term, as the
earnings downcycle has yet to bottom. Our medium-term view of the market hinges on whether China can implement long-term
structural reforms to achieve an economic transformation that features more sustainable growth—driven by technological innovation
and productivity gains. Improved quality and sustainability of the economy could help boost corporate return on equity and valuation
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RISK CONSIDERATIONS

There is no assurance that a portfolio will achieve its  
investment objective. Portfolios are subject to market risk,  
which is the possibility that the market values of securities  
owned by the portfolio will decline. Market values can change  
daily due to economic and other events (e.g. natural disasters,  
health crises, terrorism, conflicts and social unrest) that affect  
markets, countries, companies or governments. It is difficult to  
predict the timing, duration, and potential adverse effects (e.g.  
portfolio liquidity) of events. Accordingly, you can lose money  
investing in this strategy. Please be aware that this strategy  
may be subject to certain additional risks. In general, equities
securities’ values also fluctuate in response to activities  
specific to a company. Investments in foreign markets entail  
special risks such as currency, political, economic, market and 
liquidity risks. The risks of investing in emerging market

countries are greater than the risks generally associated with  
investments in foreign developed countries. Derivative
instruments can be illiquid, may disproportionately increase  
losses and may have a potentially large negative impact on the  
portfolio’s performance. Illiquid securities may be more  
difficult to sell and value than publicly traded securities  
(liquidity risk). China Risk. Investments in securities of Chinese 
issuers, including A-shares, involve risks associated with 
investments in foreign markets as well as special considerations 
not typically associated with investments in the U.S. securities 
markets. Investments in China involve risk of a total loss due to 
government action or inaction. Additionally, the Chinese 
economy is export-driven and highly reliant on trade. Adverse 
changes to the economic conditions of its primary trading 
partners, such as the United States, Japan and South Korea, 
would adversely impact the Chinese economy and the Fund’s 
investments. Moreover, a slowdown in other significant

multiples. In our investments in China, we are focusing on identifying investment themes that offer structural growth potential,
including the consumption upgrade, high-end manufacturing and renewable energy development.

 
FUND FACTS
Inception Date
September 25, 1992

Minimum Initial Investment ($)
A Shares - 1,000
I Shares - 1,000,000

Index
MSCI Emerging Markets Net Index

Performance (%)
As of March 31, 2023

MTD QTD YTD 1 YR 3 YR 5 YR 10 YR
Class I Shares at NAV 2.18 2.74 2.74 -12.21 7.62 -2.40 0.91

Class A Shares at NAV 2.19 2.66 2.66 -12.52 7.29 -2.71 0.60

Class A Shares (With Max 5.25% Sales Charge) -3.20 -2.73 -2.73 -17.11 5.39 -3.76 0.06

MSCI Emerging Markets Net Index 3.03 3.96 3.96 -10.70 7.83 -0.91 2.00

Class A shares have a maximum front-end sales charge of 5.25%. Performance data quoted represents past
performance, which is no guarantee of future results, and current performance may be lower or higher than the
figures shown. For the most recent month end performance figures, please visit morganstanley.com/im. Investment
returns and principal value will fluctuate and fund shares, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than their
original cost.
The gross expense ratio is 1.09% for Class I shares and the net expense ratio is 1.05%. The gross expense ratio is 1.39%
for Class A shares and net expense ratio is 1.39%. Where the net expense ratio is lower than the gross expense ratio,
certain fees have been waived and/or expenses reimbursed. These waivers and/or reimbursements will continue for
at least one year from the date of the applicable fund's current prospectus (unless otherwise noted in the applicable
prospectus) or until such time as the fund's Board of Directors acts to discontinue all or a portion of such waivers
and/or reimbursements. Absent such waivers and/or reimbursements, returns would have been lower. Expenses are
based on the fund's current prospectus.
Returns are net of fees and assume the reinvestment of all dividends and income. They are compared to an unmanaged market index.
Returns for less than one year are cumulative (not annualized). Performance for one year or more is based on average annual total
returns. The returns are reported for Class I and A shares. Performance for other share classes will vary.
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economies of the world, such as the United States, the European
Union and certain Asian countries, may adversely affect economic
growth in China. An economic downturn in China would
adversely impact the Portfolio’s investments. Risks of Investing
through Stock Connect. Any investments in A-shares listed and
traded through Stock Connect, or on such other stock exchanges
in China which participate in Stock Connect is subject to a
number of restrictions that may affect the Portfolio's
investments and returns. Moreover, Stock Connect A shares
generally may not be sold, purchased or otherwise transferred
other than through Stock Connect in accordance with applicable
rules. The Stock Connect program may be subject to further
interpretation and guidance. There can be no assurance as to the
program’s continued existence or whether future developments
regarding the program may restrict or adversely affect the
Portfolio's investments or returns.

INDEX INFORMATION

The MSCI World Index is a free float-adjusted market
capitalization weighted index that is designed to measure the
global equity market performance of developed markets. The
term “free float” represents the portion of shares outstanding
that are deemed to be available for purchase in the public equity
markets by investors. The MSCI World Index currently consists of
23 developed market country indexes. The performance of the
Index is listed in U.S. dollars and assumes reinvestment of net
dividends. 

The MSCI Emerging Markets Index (MSCI EM) is a free float-
adjusted market capitalization weighted index that is designed to
measure equity market performance of emerging markets.

The MSCI USA Index is designed to measure the performance of
the large and mid cap segments of the US market. With 631
constituents, the index covers approximately 85% of the free
float-adjusted market capitalization in the US.

The Indexes are unmanaged and do not include any expenses,
fees or sales charges. It is not possible to invest directly in an
Index. Any index referred to herein is the intellectual property
(including registered trademarks) of the applicable licensor.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

The views and opinions and/or analysis expressed are those of 
the investment team as of the date of preparation of this 
material and are subject to change at any time without notice 
due to market or economic conditions and may not necessarily 
come to pass. Furthermore, the views will not be updated or 
otherwise revised to reflect information that subsequently

becomes available or circumstances existing, or changes
occurring, after the date of publication. The views expressed do
not reflect the opinions of all investment personnel at Morgan
Stanley Investment Management (MSIM) and its subsidiaries and
affiliates (collectively “the Firm”), and may not be reflected in all
the strategies and products that the Firm offers. 

This material is a general communication, which is not impartial
and all information provided has been prepared solely for
informational and educational purposes and does not constitute
an offer or a recommendation to buy or sell any particular
security or to adopt any specific investment strategy. The
information herein has not been based on a consideration of any
individual investor circumstances and is not investment advice,
nor should it be construed in any way as tax, accounting, legal or
regulatory advice. To that end, investors should seek independent
legal and financial advice, including advice as to tax
consequences, before making any investment decision.

Certain information herein has been prepared on the basis of
publicly available information, internally developed data and
other third-party sources believed to be reliable. However, no
assurances are provided regarding the reliability of such
information and the Firm has not sought to independently verify
information taken from public and third-party sources. 

Please consider the investment objective, risks, charges and
expenses of the fund carefully before investing. The
prospectus contains this and other information about the
fund. To obtain a prospectus, download one at
morganstanley.com/im or call 1-800-548-7786. Please read
the prospectus carefully before investing.

The whole or any part of this material may not be directly or
indirectly reproduced, copied, modified, used to create a
derivative work, performed, displayed, published, posted,
licensed, framed, distributed or transmitted or any of its contents
disclosed to third parties without MSIM's express written
consent. This material may not be linked to unless such hyperlink
is for personal and non-commercial use. All information
contained herein is proprietary and is protected under copyright
and other applicable law.

Morgan Stanley Investment Management is the asset
management division of Morgan Stanley.
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